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ABSTRACT 
 
From a political ecology perspective, Chilean geographers have studied the various aspects of socio-
environmental conflicts over water during the neoliberal period starting in 1973. This study aims to 
contribute to the understanding of the relationship between the different meanings and materialities 
of water in the Tarapacá region of northern Chile prior to the introduction of neoliberal reforms using 
a geohistorical perspective. By reviewing historical archives and undertaking terrain analyses, we 
examine the respective roles of the state, capitalism, and science/technology in the 
commodification/modernization of water in Tarapacá from the 19th to the early 20th centuries. We 
propose that the 19th-century insertion of Tarapacá’s nitrate mining into the world capitalist circuit of 
minerals attracted explorers and scientists, who proffered modern discourses on nature and water 
while denying any local knowledge about water. These discourses then became prominent in the 
political sphere and were hegemonized through laws and norms. In parallel, the modernization of the 
nitrate mining resulted in the introduction of cutting-edge technologies for water infrastructure, a 
process that introduced changes in everyday practices regarding water, leading to the creation of the 
modern waterscapes in Tarapacá. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the past 30 years, growing concerns have emerged in the Chilean society and among the social 
scientists interested in conflicts over access to and ownership of water, being reflected by the 
increasing number of publications and meetings, as well as the creation of several citizens’ 
associations. Similarly, since October 2019, the Chilean social movement has targeted conflicts over 
water as the most urgent socio-environmental problem in the country. In this context, Chilean 
geography has been attending to this topic since the early 1990s. Bauer (1995) was the first scholar 
to analyze water struggles in the context of the new water legislation imposed by Augusto Pinochet 
in 1981. Since his seminal work, other perspectives have appeared in the critical analysis of water 
(e.g., Budds, 2004, 2009; Yáñez and Molina, 2008, 2011; Molina, 2012; Romero et al., 2012; Prieto, 
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2015, 2019). Nevertheless, most of these studies have sought to understand the effects of the 
neoliberalization of nature and water since 1980, overlooking the historical transformation of the 
northern Chilean territories into a globally significant mining region, where conflicts over water have 
become more visible and recurrent since the beginning of the 20th century.  
 
From an Andean perspective, water struggles in the context of mining territories in the Andes have 
been extensively studied (e.g., Perreault, 2006, 2014; Bebbington and Williams, 2008; Boelens et al., 
2011; Budds and Hinojosa, 2012; Arroyo and Boelens, 2013). Although these studies advance a 
critical understanding of the conflictive scenarios around water, they have largely overlooked certain 
longstanding discursive and material processes that set the conditions for the production of modern 
water and the associated conflicts (Linton, 2010). Furthermore, long-term perspectives have been 
developed in other territories to understand the modernization of water, for example, the western 
territories of the United States (Worster, 1985), the island of Bali (Lansing, 1991), Greece (Kaika, 
2006), or Spain (Swyngedouw, 1999, 2015). In this sense, we highlight three research exceptions 
focusing on the Meridional Andes: the modernization process of the Rímac river in Lima (Hommes 
and Boelens, 2018), the insertion of mining activity and water extraction from indigenous 
communities in the Antofagasta region (Carrasco, 2015), and the study of the intertwined production 
of miningscapes and waterscapes during the nitrate period in the Taltal district (Méndez et al., 2020). 
 
Following the “territorial genealogy” (Peluso and Vandergeest, 2001; Elden, 2010) and “waterscape" 
(Swyngedouw 1999, 2015) perspectives, this study seeks to problematize the production of new 
conceptions and materialities of water, which appear entangled with the introduction of the capitalist 
mining of nitrate in the Tarapacá region. Tarapacá is situated between 19° and 21°30'S in northern 
Chile (Figure 1). After being administered by the Viceroyalty of Peru (1542–1821) and the nascent 
Peruvian state (from 1821), Tarapacá became a Chilean region during the Pacific War.1 Although the 
nitrates of Tarapacá,2 concentrated in the Pampa del Tamarugal zone (PdT), were exploited prior to 
the colonial era, in the 1810s, exploitation by industrial mining started. Nitrate mining helped 
transform the region into a territory of geostrategic interest to the nascent states of Peru and Chile. 
Over time, the nitrate industry became the main economic activity of the country, until the crisis of 
the 1920s. Nowadays, the Tarapacá region continues to be one of the main mining regions in Chile. 
At the same time, Tarapacá faced strong struggles over water between this activity and different 
segments of the regional society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
1 The Pacific War (1879–1883) was a conflict involving the armed forces of Bolivia, Peru, and Chile. After the war, which 
was rooted in disputes over the ownership and exploitation of nitrates, the Provincia Litoral of Bolivia (currently , the 
Antofagasta region) and the Peruvian regions of Tarapacá and Arica (currently , the regions of Tarapacá and Arica-
Parinacota, respectively) came to be administered by Chile. 
2 Nitrates are a combination of salts and minerals, being used in Europe and the United States as fertilizers during the 
agricultural boom of the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Fernández, 1981). 
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Figure 1: Tarapacá region and Pampa del Tamarugal zone  

Source: Elaborated by the authors. 
 
This paper proposes that the introduction of the Tarapacá mining region into the global circuit of 
commodities and the emergence of the states of Peru and Chile in the 19th century stimulated the 
modernization of these territories. During this socionatural process, two principal mechanisms altered 
the waterscapes in Tarapacá. On one hand, a hegemonic discursive process simplifies “naturalizing” 
water, which becomes an economic resource. On the other hand, entwined with the discursive process, 
a material transformation of everyday practices regarding water in the Pampa del Tamarugal zone 
removes this element from social contact. Through the installation of an interconnected web of pumps 
and pipes, water was ghostly extracted and conducted towards its most efficient use: nitrate mining. 
This modernization process produced uneven waterscapes and transformed the waters of the “driest 
desert in the world” into a scarce resource for people but abundant for mining.  
 
Moreover, considering the mining boom that the Meridional Andes have experienced since the 1990s 
(Romero et al., 2012; Bury and Bebbington, 2013; Svampa, 2019), we propose that the geohistorical 
understanding of production in Tarapacá region as a mining territory and how this process 
transformed the conceptions and uses of water invite a regional discussion on the relationship between 
territory, water, mining, and social struggles in the Meridional Andes as a main mining zone 
worldwide (United States Geological Service, 2019).  
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2. TERRITORIAL GENEALOGIES, WATERSCAPES, AND MODERNIZATION AS 
CRITICAL APPROACHES IN THE STUDY OF WATER 

 
Following Foucault (1975), a genealogical perspective implies the analysis of the things, facts, and 
ideas that make possible a particular phenomenon or process. Therefore, an examination of the 
genealogy of mining territories would entail the study of the discursive and geohistorical conditions 
that produced these phenomena (Peluso and Vandergeest, 2001). Additionally, Elden (2010) has 
proposed that the genealogy of territories necessarily involves the reconstruction of the history of 
ideas and concepts with respect to the production of those territories, without neglecting the analysis 
of everyday practices and power relations configured around these imaginaries.  
 
Concerning everyday practices regarding water, Ekers and Loftus (2008) argue that, according to a 
Foucauldian perspective, these actions can be understood as a dispersed form of power that becomes 
connected as industrial capitalism advances. Such accumulated forms of power may, in turn, be 
interpreted as the everyday materialization of the production of a broader hegemonic project as a 
Gramscian appreciation of the integral state. Following these ideas, everyday practices concerning 
water (here, the actions associated with the mechanization of water) may account for the hegemonic 
production of some groups over others. In the case of nitrate mining in Tarapacá, this is represented 
by the capital and state over local communities. 
 
Pursuing a dialectical and relational approach, nature and society do not exist separately or before the 
processes, flows, and relationships that constitute them constantly and indissolubly (Latour, 1991; 
Harvey, 1996; Smith, 2008). By applying this perspective to the study of water, Swyngedouw (1999) 
argues that the water–society relationship should be addressed through a “waterscapes” perspective. 
According to Karpouzoglou and Vij (2017), the waterscapes approach enables a more complex 
understanding of the installation of hegemonic positions with respect to the conceptualization, 
control, and use of water. Therefore, in this paper a waterscape will be understood as a socionatural 
entity, constituted by power relations and represented by the flows, materialities, and social practices, 
as well as by imaginaries, discourses, and systems of knowledge (Swyngedouw, 1996, 1999; Budds 
and Hinojosa, 2012). In this sense, the study of waterscapes not only challenges the modern paradigm 
of science, but also contests and overcomes the technocentric analyses of water that ignore key 
elements such as power relations or the historical perspective of the hybrid.  
 
Conversely, Scott (1998) claims that the process of modernization is a complex mechanism of reality 
simplification, with the aim of achieving greater control over nature and society. For Scott (1998), 
the beginning of this process is associated with the establishment of the modern states that sought to 
make land tenure and nature “legible” (by measuring, codifying, and simplifying) for tax and 
administrative purposes. Measurement was mainly undertaken through cadasters and cartography, 
while codification was discursively materialized through the imposition of an occidental scientific 
understanding and operationalized through legislation. Similarly, Swyngedouw (2015) proposes that 
modernization is a social, political, and economic process that seeks to produce new “natures” 
(materially and symbolically) as well as new power relations to access these new geographies. 
Therefore, this modernization processes involves the simplification of the entire nature via economic 
production. In this way, nature elements become “natural resources” (Scott, 1998, p. 39).  
 
Concerning the meaning of “modern water,” Worster (1985), Lansing (1991), Scott (1998), Linton 
(2010), Swyngedouw (2015), and others propose that this conception was created between the 17th 
and the beginning of the 20th centuries, depending on the region. With modernity, water became 
objectified, was materially produced by technology, and was discursively constructed at the same 
time by political and scientific actors. Further, Braun (2000) proposes that, although there are 
different social productions of knowledge about nature (here, water), such as state, science, or society, 
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such knowledge is not equally valid, hence the official discourses on nature (here, the hegemonic 
discourses on water) are key to understanding its material transformation towards circuits of capital. 
 
 

3. THE NITRATE MINING BOOM AND THE INSERTION OF TARAPACÁ INTO THE 
GLOBAL CIRCUIT OF MINERALS  

 
Mining is present in the Atacama Desert since at least 12,000 years before present (BP) (Salazar et 
al., 2011), constituting a central activity of the pre-Hispanic societies that inhabited the central and 
southern Andes (Núñez, 1987). In the Tarapacá region, the first mining records were associated with 
copper smelting in the settlement of Ramaditas (PdT), fragments being dated to 2,000 years BP 
(Graffam et al., 1996).  
 
The first traces of the exploitation and use of nitrates in Tarapacá were associated with pre-Hispanic 
agriculture (Hernández, 1930). From the late 17th century, nitrates were exploited to produce “black 
powder,” used in silver mining operations (Bermúdez, 1963). Despite these historic uses, the 
production of this element came to attain economic significance towards the end of the colonial 
period, with the introduction of Tadeo Haenke’s refining method in 1810 (a physical-chemical 
process to obtain potassium nitrate from sodium nitrate). Via such technical means, between 1811 
and 1812, the first modern nitrate mines were established. Locally called oficina de paradas, this 
refining method was used until the end of the 19th century. 
 
Since the installation of oficinas de paradas and until the end of the 1830s, the production of nitrate 
remained oriented towards the production of powder. In parallel, biochemical studies were being 
conducted in Europe and the United States to understand the importance of nitrogen compounds for 
vegetable farming. Their results stimulated the use of nitrates in the impoverished soils of the 
Northern Hemisphere. In this context, the introduction of Tarapacá’s nitrates as fertilizers in European 
and North American markets in the 1840s boosted their production (Bermúdez, 1963; Fernández, 
1981).  
 
From 1853, the introduction of steam by the Gamboni method and the mechanization of production 
led to the industrialization of nitrates. However, high production (all supplies had to be brought from 
long distances) and transportation costs between oficinas and the ports of Tarapacá delayed the 
production peak for a couple of decades.  
 
The decline of the guano economy in Peru (which helped stimulate the state’s interest in Tarapacá) 
in the 1860s, construction of the first railroad (1871), introduction of the Shanks refining method 
(1878), and arrival of large amounts of English capital following the Pacific War provided a definitive 
impulse to the nitrate industry. Indeed, by 1878, there were more than 160 nitrate mines. After the 
Pacific War, between 1883 and 1919, Chile exported more than 50 million metric tons, valued in 
1919 at GBP 402 million (Nyre, 2020).3 Moreover, by 1917, regional production reached a peak of 
more than 3 million tons (Hernández, 1930; Bermúdez, 1963; Cariola and Sunkel, 1982; Thompson, 
2005; González, 2014). 
 
Following successive crises, the nitrate mining boom ended abruptly after World War I. Scholars 
have identified the following key causes of its collapse: technological backwardness, inadequate 
economic administration of the mines, decrease in ore grade, high transportation costs between 
Tarapacá and the consumption centers in Europe and United States, and most crucially the arrival of 

                                                                 
3 Following Nyre (2020), this figure equals above USD 24 billion in current prices (USD 24,748,853,558.12). 
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synthetic nitrogenous compounds to the fertilizer market (Hernández, 1930; Fernández, 1981; 
González, 2011, 2014). 
 
Despite the region’s significant mining history, it was the industrialization of nitrate mining that 
introduced the main discursive and material changes that helped transform Tarapacá into a mining 
territory that operated in the global circuit of commodities. Consequently, various scientific, state, 
and private discourses (analyzed in Section 4) played a central role in the material transformation of 
nature (water and nitrates) into commodities. From a material perspective, over 90 nitrate mines 
operated in Tarapacá in the studied period and helped reconfigure the infrastructure of the region 
(e.g., road system, settlements, railways, water supply, ports). The modern mining configuration 
implied the production of both peripheral (extraction and socio-environmental impacts) and central 
areas4 (exports and accumulation). 
 
 

4. DISCOURSES OF WATER IN TARAPACÁ: FROM SCARCITY TO SCIENTIFIC 
ABUNDANCE AND THE PRODUCTION OF “BAD” WATER  

 
From the first incursion of the Spanish conquistadors in the mid-16th century, the Atacama macro-
region was described as an uninhabited space with extreme water scarcity. One of the first written 
descriptions of Tarapacá region was by Jerónimo De Vivar, published in 1558. Vivar was a Spanish 
geographer from the expedition led by the first Governor of Chile, Pedro de Valdivia. Vivar wrote: 
“All the compass of land that is outside the valleys is barren and unpopulated and of large sands. In 
all this land compass between these valleys it does not rain” (1558, ch. 5, p. 9).  
 
Concerning mining and water, different reports highlight the relationship the Spanish Crown quickly 
established in Tarapacá. For instance, Pedro Pizarro indicated: “Here in Tarapacá there are great and 
riche mines, which are unworked for lack of water and firewood” (1571, ch. 26, p. 63). In 1765, 
Antonio O’Brien undertook a study of Huantajaya mine, concluding that its low profitability was 
explained by its lack of water (Donoso, 2008). O’Brien (1765) subsequently proposed a hydraulic 
project to drive different sources of water from the Andes Mountains to the mining areas. Although 
this plan was not materialized for political and economic reasons, it was the first mining project to 
(discursively) transform water into a “legible” element according to Scott’s (1998) use of the term.  
 
Since Peru’s independence in 1821 and until the 1870s, the presence of the Peruvian state apparatus 
in Tarapacá was weak, being limited to customs activities as well as the exploration of new sources 
of wealth, especially mining and water. In this sense, Hernández (1930) has indicated that in the first 
decades of the Peruvian administration, the state presence in Iquique was limited to a “small hovel,” 
which functioned as the customs office (Hernández, 1930, p. 28). Therefore, the first territorial 
analyses commissioned by the modern state were mandated in 1827 by the first Intendant of Tarapacá, 
Ramon Castilla (who later became the president of Peru). Thereafter, several expeditions were made 
in the region for state, scientific, or private purposes (Table 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
4 Although the towns of Iquique and Pisagua were transformed into “central areas” at the local level, the configuration of 
the capital owners of the nitrate mines involved that the wealth generated by the nitrate mining of Tarapacá was concentrated 
at the national (Santiago-Valparaíso) and international levels (England) (González, 2011). 
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Table 1: Main studies carried out in Tarapacá, 1827–1936. 
Scholars Year of study (visit) Sponsor Central element of research 

W. Bollaert and 
G. Smith 

1827–1860 Peruvian state Geography 

C. Darwin (1835) Great Britain Geology 
J. Blake 1843 Private Mining 

F. Puelma 1855 University of Chile Geology and mining 
M. de la Fuente 1856 Private Geography and mining 

A. Raimondi 1853, 1882, 1884 Peruvian State Nitrate mining and water 
D. Forbes 1860 Private Geology 

M.S. Church (1861) Peruvian state Water 
F. Torrico 1871 Peruvian state Water 

G. Fitzroy Cole 1874 Town Hall of Iquique Water 
M. Paz Soldan 1877 Peruvian state Geography 

A. Bertrand 1880 Chilean state Geography 
G. Billinghurst 1886, 1887, 1889, 1893 Private Geography, water, and 

nitrate mining 
V. Martínez 1897 Town Hall of Iquique Water 
J. Fuenzalida 1906 Private Water and mining 
I. Bowman (1907) American Geographical 

Society 
Geography 

E. Samper and D. 
Michels 

1904 Private Nitrate mining 

L. Armijo 1919 Institute of Engineers of 
Chile 

Water 

L. Riso Patron 1924 Chilean state Geography 
J. Bruggen 1921–1936 Chilean state Hydrogeology 

 
We highlight the detailed descriptions of the different geological formations in the region, along with 
their chemical compositions, as well as the identification of potential sites for mining (Blake, 1843; 
Forbes, 1860; Darwin, 1878). Moreover, the discourse on the inefficiency of the paradas system was 
repeated in the description of the nitrate industry (Blake, 1843; Forbes, 1860; Puelma, 1855). 
 
Related to water studies and in contrast to the colonial discourse that emphasized the absolute absence 
of water, in the second half of the 19th century, the scientists indicated that PdT was a territory with 
“plenty” of water. Specifically, the only way that this “resource” could be rendered accessible was 
through science (hydrogeological studies) and technology (water pumps and pipeline systems) 
(Church, 1863; Billinghurst, 1893; Bruggen, 1921, 1936).  
 
Another remarkable element within Tarapacá’s water studies was the high number of investigations 
regarding the groundwater of the PdT (among the 11 water studies, only three analyzed the totality 
of the waters sources present in the region). Further, the PdT waters were repeatedly described as 
“bad waters,” as most studies classified water according to taste, content of physical-chemical 
elements, and, by the end of the 19th century, quantity (volume). 
 
In 1835, as part of the H.M.S. Beagle expedition, Charles Darwin visited Tarapacá. In his notes on 
the journey to the nitrate mines, he described the landscape of the region and the characteristics of 
the nitrate industry. Concerning water, he wrote: “The country is here as unproductive as near the 
coast; but water, having rather a bitter and brackish taste, can be procured by digging wells” (1878, 
p. 364). The first description of the waters of Tarapacá as a physical-chemical compound was made 
by Blake (1843). Although he did not present a chemical analysis or a classification, he indicated that 
“the water contains a small portion of carbonate of soda,” explaining its bad taste (1843, p. 5).  
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Following the same logic, the different waters of PdT have been described as follows (phrases 
highlighted by the author):  
 

After a long journey, “[we] were devoured by a fiery thirst, we were brought water, we drank 
with greed, but I immediately felt the throat on fire, because this water was salty and very 
brackish. I made such a grimace and I uttered such a resounding gulp that everyone laughed” 
(D’Ayzac, 1855, p. 205). 

 
“The waters of Chintagüay and Pica are thermal, their heat is 20° to 30° centigrade, and, 
although not free of a taste of lime and earth, are potable and serve for agriculture.” (Church, 
1863, p. 62) 

 
Regarding the waters of the nitrate mine of Lagunas, “this water is so saturated with salts that 
it becomes useless even for the purification of nitrate, because it can dissolve only a small 
amount” (Raimondi, 1882, p. 234). 

 
The most complete and modern studies on the waters of Tarapacá were made by Church (1863), 
Raimondi (1882, 1884), Billinghurst (1887, 1893), and Bruggen (1921, 1936). Each of these scholars 
travelled across the region to analyze its characteristics and propose a classification of zones 
according to the waters’ chemical content, depth at which they were found and possible origins, and 
volumes. All proposed that the quantity of mineral salts and other organisms present in the water were 
the most important characteristics in determining their utility for social and economic activities.  
 
Additionally, another characteristic of these works is the “naturalization” of nature, that is, the 
absolute separation and independence of the physical characteristics of nature from society. However, 
they discuss little or nothing about sociocultural characteristics, with the exception of Bollaert (1851, 
1860). Furthermore, no mention is made of the relationships between local communities and water 
(see Section 5). All this complexity was carefully erased from the official history and geographical 
descriptions of Tarapacá, being replaced by a unique vision of water as a resource and an element of 
the nitrate mining circuit and a physical-chemical compound of elements. 
 
 

5. MATERIALITIES AND EVERYDAY PRACTICES AROUND WATER IN PDT 
 
The contemporary historical, anthropological, archaeological, and geographical studies indicate that 
the communities that inhabited and/or moved through Tarapacá possessed a complex conception of 
nature. Moreover, for these local societies, water was a central element of their worldview, as well as 
their beliefs and economic and social activities (Núñez, 1985; Van Kessel, 1985, 2003; Álvarez, 2014; 
Santoro et al., 2017). In this context, despite the fact that the colonial period introduced important 
changes into the territorial production in Tarapacá (Méndez and Romero, 2018, 2020), water 
continued to be the structuring axis of the territories in the region (Martínez, 1987; Valencia, 2002; 
Castro, 2004).  
 
During the first decades of the nitrate period, the travel notes of Bollaert (1851, 1860), Raimondi 
(1852-53)5, and Church (1863) highlighted the springs6 as the central nodes of PdT. Nevertheless, 
with the industrialization of nitrate mining, everyday practices regarding water were heavily changed 
                                                                 
5 The notes that Raimondi made in his 1852-53’ travel were published by Castro et al., (2016) 

6 We define “springs” as the wells constructed in PdT at different historical times. These aguadas or norias (local names) 
supplied water for travelers and/or for economic activities. In PdT, there are only three “natural” springs: Aguada de Branes, 
Lagunas, and Salar de Llamara. 
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by the introduction of cutting-edge technologies of water extraction and conduction linked to the 
different refining methods of nitrate: Haenke (from 1810), Gamboni (since the introduction of steam 
in 1853), and Shanks (from 1878).  
 
Indeed, we propose that each refining method was associated with a specific form of water extraction, 
use, and understanding. In this sense, we summarize the PdT’s everyday practices around water under 
three different “configurations,”: springs, donkeys, and pumps. The setup of each everyday practice 
around water configurations did not imply the total removal of others. However, the pump 
configuration was intertwined with the Shank method, a mechanism adopted by most mines in 
operation since the 1880s. 
 
Spring configuration 
 
In PdT, over the past 3,000 years BP, permanent and sporadic settlements as well as historical trails 
followed the presence of water (Santoro et al., 2017). In pre-Hispanic times, the main uses of these 
spaces were resting places for caravans, economic interchange, ceremonies, and sporadic agricultural 
plots (Barnard and Dooley, 2017). Consequently, we propose that, over this period, spring areas were 
complex socio-environmental territories that emerged from the co-production of climatic, hydrologic, 
geologic, social, cultural, economic, cosmological, and other elements. 
 
With the boom of Huantajaya silver ore in the 18th century (Donoso, 2008), the principal springs of 
the PdT (located around the current settlement of La Tirana) were used for the processing of the 
mineral, owing to the availability of water and firewood (Billinghurst, 1893). From this moment 
onward, although the springs continued to function as complex territories, the utilitarian use of water 
for mining became essential in the everyday practices of these places. 
 
During the first period of the modern production of nitrate (1810–1853), springs were used as resting 
places for the caravans that supplied the nitrate mines, as camping places for the lumberjacks,7 and 
for the installation of small chacras sin riego8 (Blake, 1843; Bollaert, 1851). Even when most of these 
spaces were abandoned due to the reduction of caravan numbers after the arrival of the railway in the 
1870s, they still existed in the 20th century (Bowman, 1924). 
 
In the context of nitrate mining, the construction of wells associated to Haenke’s method was 
considerable. This refining process was only compatible with high-grade ores and constant efforts 
were made to search for new sites to exploit, with a new water well being constructed in each 
productive camp (Bermúdez, 1963). In material terms, the wells were installed next to the production 
zones and water extraction was mainly undertaken by hand, using ropes and containers with human 
and animal traction (Figure 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
7 The name Pampa del Tamarugal comes from the Prosopis tamarugo arboreal specie that, along with others (e.g., Shinus 

molle, Prosopis alba, Geoffroea decorticans), populated this part of the Tarapacá region. This arboreal population became 
practically extinct after being used in the silver and then nitrate refining. In the 1850s, the wood’s scarcity caused its price 
to become so high that it was replaced by coal brought from Chile or England (Billinghurst, 1893). 
8 This local name was given to small farms that used soil moisture as their only water source. Their production was oriented 
towards supplying nitrate mining. 
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Figure 2: San Pedro nitrate mine, Pampa Negra zone  

 
Note: The directions of water discharge were inferred on terrain information. 

Source: Elaborated by the authors. 
 
Donkey configuration 
 
The introduction of Tarapacá’s nitrate into the European and North American markets in the 1830s 
stimulated the long-term search for new technical systems. In this context, in 1853, Chilean chemical 
engineer Pedro Gamboni introduced steam force as the principal element in the nitrate purification 
process and the entire production system (Puelma, 1855). This technological development 
necessitated the substantial expansion of mineral production (Bermúdez, 1963) as well as a constant 
and increased flow of water.  
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The introduction of steam in the nitrate industry was associated with different water extraction 
systems: animal traction (locally named “donkeys,” due to the use of this animal), windmills (Figure 
3), and the first steam engines.9 Water was obtained from wells built for exclusively productive 
purposes. Spatially, the wells were installed in the vicinity of mines (from some meters to a few 
kilometers). Moreover, where pipes were used, an average of 1.8 kilometers of pipeline length was 
calculated using Geographical Information Systems. 
 
 

Figure 3: Water extraction under Donkey configuration (1863) 

 
A), B) and C) show the Victoria nitrate mine. In D), figures show the well network of an unknown 

mine. 
Source: W.L. Oliver (1863).  

Photograph: Courtesy of University of California Berkeley, Bancroft Library [Oliver Family 
Photograph Collections, https://calisphere.org/collections/16189/], accessed February 20, 2019.  

                                                                 
9 From 1871, some mines began to be supplied with fresh water by rail. 
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Pump configuration 
 
The shanks refining process was introduced by English industrialist James Thomas Humberstone in 
1878. A few months after its installation, the considerable flow of capital and technology from 
England following the Pacific War10 led to the introduction of cutting-edge technologies for the 
extraction and transportation of water. To supply this essential element to the shank mines, greater 
volumes (around 38 liters per 46 kilograms of refined nitrate) and a constant supply of the liquid were 
required. Moreover, this refining technology used a closed circuit of steam, thus necessitating the 
utilization of “cleaner water” (i.e., containing lower amounts of diluted salts). This compelled the 
mines to build their wells outside nitrate fields (moving away from production sites), while the use 
of piping systems was generalized.  
 
These modern “springs” were transformed into isolated spots in the middle of PdT, being alienated 
from inhabitants, workers, and transportation routes, their sole function being the production of water 
resources and some agricultural products for the mines they served (Figures 4 and 5). In these places, 
small houses were built for the pump systems11 and habitation of the mechanical workers (in some 
cases, with his family). These workers oversaw the operation of the machines (Bowman, 1924; 
Bruggen, 1936) and were the only ones in the industrial nitrate system in “contact” with water.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                                 
10 In 1878, the English capital reached 13% of the nitrate industry, 34% by 1884, and over 70% by 1890 (Blakemore, 1877). 
11 Although different types of water extraction pumps (electric, steam, oil) were identified in historical sources, these 
technical differences did not imply differences in the everyday practices regarding water at these extraction points. 
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Figure 4: Alianza pump system in 1899 

 
A), C) show the geographical context of the pump system, B) show the exterior of the installations, 

and D) show the operator standing on the main pump. 
Source: J. I. Smail (1899).  

© Photograph: Traces of Nitrate [Photographic album in the collection of Museo Histórico 
Nacional, Chile]. 
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Figure 5: Vigo pump system 

 
A), B) show the geographical context of the pump system, and C) show a drone-made plan of 

installations. 
Source: Elaborated by the authors. 
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6. HEGEMONIZATION OF MODERN WATERSCAPES IN THE ATACAMA DESERT 
 
As explained in Section 2, the modernization process could be approached discursively and 
materially. Therefore, the scientific, technical, and economic discourses on PdT’s waters are 
understood as key discourses for modernizing the Tarapacá waterscapes. 
 
In this way, two elements of these discourses on water are highlighted. On one hand, we analyze the 
role of science or experts in the production of modern water. Based on water studies carried out during 
the study period, we propose that these discourses establish a "technological rationality," in which 
science and industry are the only segments of the society called to produce "systems of truth" of the 
region (Marcuse, 2004). Similarly, different scholars propose that science represented the means 
through which the modern society could achieve economic, material, and intellectual progress (e.g., 
Worster, 1985; Lansing, 1991; Scott, 1998; Mitchel, 2002; Linton, 2010). In the terms of Scott (1998), 
the scientists were in charge of make “legible” the underground waters of PdT.  
 
Therefore, this discourse of "visibility" of groundwater made possible by science was entwined with 
the "invisibility" of other approaches to understanding water (Braun, 1997; Méndez et al., 2020); in 
our case, the approach is the production of premodern waterscapes by indigenous communities. We 
agree with Strang (2004, p. 246), who proposes that modern water “denies local reality, specific socio-
environmental relationships, alienating it from the environment through which individuals can 
identify it locally […] water is transformed into a metaphorical abstraction... that has ceased to belong 
to any place or social group.”  
 
On the other hand, we propose that the insertion of the idea of "potable water" produced the 
emergence of "good" and "bad" waters. The scientific criteria that defines potable water are closely 
related to European hygienist parameters (Fijalkov, 2012). In this way, foreign experts or scientists 
came to determine whether the waters were good or bad using "objective" principles stemming from 
centers of politics and economic power at a global and/or national scale. These hydrogeological 
scientific discourses transformed water into a numerical or chemical formula and stripped of all 
connection with society. 
 
Therefore, we propose that the scientific and technical discourses on water produced during the nitrate 
mining boom, acquired a dominant position. These discourses were produced and reproduced by the 
scientific elites of the nascent states in Lima and/or Santiago and became hegemonic at the end of the 
19th century by the introduction of the idea of nature/water as a resource in the Chilean water 
legislation of 1893 (Méndez et al., 2020). 
 
Materially, over just a few decades of modern production of nitrate, water was separated from society, 
technologized, and transformed into an economic resource integrated into the global circuit of 
commodities. Despite that the industrial water extraction and conduction systems "buried" this 
element, water continued to be at the center of the nitrate production.  
 
Additionally, the different technological characteristics of the nitrate refining systems produced 
strong changes in the everyday practices around water in PdT, going from complex 
socioenvironmental systems of water production (spring configuration) to exclusively technical and 
economic production (donkey and pump configurations).  
 
When these PdT modern waterscapes materially intersected other conceptions of water in the region 
(indigenous and local communities), they provoked the first modern conflict around water in 
Tarapacá: the case of the waters of Quisma Valley. After a long dispute between local communities, 
the state and nitrate industry (1912–1923), the waters of Quisma were expropriated and began to flow 
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towards their most efficient use: the production of nitrate (and subsequently towards the urban supply 
of the city of Iquique) (Castro, 2010). We thus propose that the process of dispossession of the Quisma 
indigenous community is inseparable from the long-standing transformation of regional waters into 
a modern resource, which is the result of discourses, knowledge, authority, power relations, rules, 
and water infrastructure, among others. 
 
Further, the Tarapacá case is similar to studies conducted in the Antofagasta region (Godoy and 
Méndez, 2018; Méndez et al., 2020), in that both studies propose that the production of the mining 
territories in the Andes are entwined with the production of uneven modern waterscapes. Similarly 
we agree with Swyngedouw that modern waterscapes were the results of an “assemblage of 
interwoven processes that are simultaneously human, nonhuman, material, discursive, mechanical, 
and organic, but ultimately driven by political forces and economic processes that aspire to turning 
nature into capital, a process that necessary implies changing social relations to nature” 
(Swyngedouw, 2015, p. 21).  
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
During the production of the modern waterscapes of Tarapacá, three intertwined processes were 
identified. The first began with the discursive construction of different scientists who, autonomously 
or by being contracted by the Peruvian and Chilean states, initiated the “enlightenment” of the 
different zones of Tarapacá, taxonomizing minerals and waters. The scientific discourses on water 
profusion in Tarapacá escaped the colonial narratives that constructed Tarapacá region as a dry space. 
Accordingly, these discourses produced water as an element (H2O) completely separate from society: 
modern water. In this way, it became an economic resource, whose most profitable use was associated 
with nitrate mining. Additionally, these modern discourses rendered invisible the complex discourses 
and materialities on water that the local communities of Tarapacá produced over the last 3,000 years 
BP. Comparable aspects have been identified by Worster (1985) in the American West, Lansing 
(1991) in Bali, Frederiksen (2013) in Zambia, Hommes and Boelens (2018) in Lima, Peru, and 
Méndez et al. (2020) in Taltal, Chile. 
 
Entangled with these modern discourses on water, begins the process of socio-political 
hegemonization of this understanding of water as a resource. Therefore, in the context of “water 
abundance” in the second half of the 19th century, geology and hydrology (science) became the only 
ways to find and extract water in sufficient quantities to facilitate the development of mining. 
Additionally, these scientific discourses were co-produced and implemented by the nascent political 
elites of Peru and Chile as informal laws and norms.  
 
Through the installation of the “technological rationality” in Tarapacá, the efficiency of production 
was a recurrent discourse of the mining industry in the region. In this context, the introduction of 
cutting-edge technologies for the extraction and transportation of water led to the material extirpation 
of water from the social and economic activities in PdT. The sites of water extraction were 
transformed into isolated points, dominated by mechanical technologies brought over from Europe 
or the United States. Furthermore, these technological nitrate production systems materializes the 
interdependence between the production of nature (water and nitrate), of capital (commodities), and 
of modern society (waterscapes). 
 
To conclude, we propose that the production of modern water in the Atacama Desert must be 
understood as a complex, multivariate, and long-standing socioenvironmental process. In this sense, 
the geohistorical perspective of the genealogical approach in the study of territories exposes new 
perspectives in the understanding of the long-term discursive and material processes that led to water 
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modernization. Additionally, the analysis of the modernization of Tarapacá’s waters proposes that 
the struggles regarding water in northern Chile and the Meridional Andes are related to socio-political 
processes that began before the arrival of neoliberal policies. 
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